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Abstract: 

Title: Health technology assessment of   Bone marrow transplant outpatient procedure 
compared to traditional bone marrow transplant process (with autologous 
transplantation and allogeneic transplantation) in the treatment of multiple myeloma 
patients
Objectives: The aim of this study is to investigate bone marrow transplantation in an 
outpatient setting using the Health Technology Assessment (HTA) method in comparison 
with the current trend of bone marrow transplantation in multiple myeloma patients. 
Method: To evaluate the safety and efficacy of bone marrow transplantation in an outpatient 
manner, studies on Systematic Review and then on the consequences of extracted meta-
analyzes were performed and the results were reported, the economic evaluation was 
performed using the cost-effective method. From this point of view, from the viewpoint of the 
health system and the cost-effect implications of the literature review, all data collected 
through the Tree Age software were analyzed. Ethical, legal, and professional-ethical 
dimensions were assessed through checklist and interviews with oncology specialists and 
qualified staff. 
Results: In the field of safety and efficacy, with regard to the consequences of extracted 
articles and analysis, the incidence of infection in the outpatient group is 51% lower than that 
of the admission group. The incidence of mucositis was 44% lower in the outpatient group 
than in the admission group. The incidence of transplant death was 88% lower in the 
outpatient group than in the admission group. Also, the average days of hospitalization in 
patients undergoing transplantation were 9 days shorter than the admission group. The 
economic evaluation was done from the viewpoint of the health system. Accordingly, the cost 
effectiveness of the outpatient linkage method was -1047728033.15 Rials per capita, with a 
cost-effectiveness plane in the southeast, and this amount was below the threshold line, cost 
effective technology was reported. The ethical and organizational evaluations confirm the 
overall use of outpatient linking.
Conclusion: The results of this study indicate that bone marrow transplantation technology in 
multiple myeloma patients is feasible for use, safety, efficacy and economic evaluation, 
feasible, safe and effective, and cost-effective. The ethical evaluation of the application of this 
technology does not impair human dignity and individual autonomy, and in terms of 
organizational dimension, it requires strong and specialized management to set up and 
maintain bone marrow transplantation.
Keywords: Safety, Effectiveness, Multiple Myeloma, Outpatient, Inpatient, Decision tree 
model, Health Technology Assessment
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